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An a mplitude modulated. ¥rave is d.e:fined. as a wave form 
in which the amplitude of a sinusoidal signal (carrier) is 
varied in accordance with a modulating signal whose frequen-
cy is much lower than the frequency of the carrier signal. 
Numerous devices have been found for generati~ an amplitude 
modulated wave. In some modulators the amplitude of the 
carrier is actually varied in accordance with the modulat-
ing signal. In other types of modulators the carrier and 
the modulating signal are simultaneously applied to a non-
linear element c-Jr circuit. The output of this non-linear 
element is a distorted wave containing -many frequencies. The 
amplitude modulated wave is then obtained by selecting those 
particular frequency components needed to constitute an am-
plitude modulated wave. 
In this thesis, the possibility of obtaining an ampli-
tude modulated wave by a different method has i!Jeen investi-
gated.. Namely, the carrier signal is clipped with a · modulat-
ing signal by employing the clipping action of a full-wave 
diode clipper. The resulting clipped wave form closely re-
sembles an amplitude modulated wave. The close agreement 
between the mathematical analysis of the wave form in ques-
tion and the experimental results substantiates the validity 
of this method. 
1. MODULATION: 
SECTION I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
-2-
Modulation, as used in the technical sense, means to 
vary some properties of a wave in some desired manner in 
order to convey intelligence. The wave whose prope~ties are 
to be changed is called the carrier wave, and the wave which 
causes this variation is termed the modulating signal. The 
carrier is usually in the form of a single frequency sine 
wave. The sources of the modulating signal are numerous, 
depending on the particular application. 
2. PRINCIPLES OF AMPLITUDE MODULAT-ION: 
Suppose that a wave form is ~iven by the expression 
e = A Sin ( wt + G ) ( I ) 
where (A) is the amplitude, w = 2nf' is angular frequency, 
t = time, and 9 is the phase angle. According to the defi-
nition for .modulation stated. above, the properties of the 
wave expressed with equation (1) can be changed by varying 
any one of the three quantities A, w, or e in accordance 
with the modulating signal. If e varies with the modulating 
signal.,~the wave of the equation (1) is said to be phase modu!i-
lated. Variation of (w) .wi th the modulating signal results in 
f re·quency modulation, and variation of A with the modula-
ting signal is termed amplitude mod.ulation. Amplitude modu-
lation is the most common and is the type considered in this 
thesis. 
Since expression (1) is a sine wave, it is apparent that 
i:f' (A) is varied in accordance with a sinuso~dal modulating 
signal, the amplitude, or the envelope, of expression (1) 
should also vary sinusoidally resulting in figure (1). In 
the usual case w is much larger than the angular frequency or 
the modulating signal. 
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e 
Figure (1). Amplitude modulated wave 
Let the single frequency carrier wave be given by the 
expression 
ea = Ea Sinwat (2) 
and · the modulating signal be given as 
e , = E, si nw , t (3) 
where 
Es == Amplitude o:f carrier voltage 
E, == Amplitude of' modulating voltage 
Wa = 21Tfa, f's being the frequency of' the carrier 
w, == 2nf,, :r, being the frEtquency of' the modulating 
signal 





From :figure (1) it is seen that the expression f'or the 
amplitude modulated. wave will be, 
e = (E2 + E, Sinw,t) Sinwst {4) 
in which (Es + E 1 Sinw,t) is the s1nueo14tnJ..- vary1ng ·- amp1i-
tude, or envelope of' the quantity Sinwst, assuming w,s >>W' : 




E2 (1 + E~ E2 Sinw,t) Sinwst 
e = E2 (1 + m Sinw,t) Sinw2t 
e 
== 
E2 Sinwat + mEa Cos . Cw2 - w,) t + _.mh Cosl~.w,)t 2 2 
(5) 
Equation (5) consists or three terms: the unchanged 
carrier, and the lower ~nd upper side band terms respective-
ly. In most modulating devices the non-linearity present 
developes other frequency components whose magnitudes are re-
duced to insignificance by tuned circuits. 
In an amplitude modulated wave the intelligence or pro-
gram is entirely in the sid~ bands, and no intelligence is 
convey ed. by the carrier. From equation (5) it is seen that 
the sole function of the carrier is to translate low ~re­
quency intelligence into high frequences. In radio com-
munication, for instance, if the voice frequencies were 1m-
pressed on the transmitting antenna, a physically very large 
antenna would be required since the dimensions of an an-
tenna must be of the same ord.er of magnitudes as the wave-
length of the rrequGnces to be radiated. For example, a 
quarter-wave antenna for 1000 cycles would be about 46.5 
miles long. Suppose that a ·transmitter could effectively 
radiate t h e voice frequences; Without modulation, all :tb.e 
transmitters would have to operate over the same frequency 
band, and. it \..;ould. not be possible to select the desired 
station. 
In wire comTnunication the cost of transmission lines 
is very high. By modulating different frequency carriers 
with separate conversation many calls can be made simul-
taneously over the same pair of wires. 
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(3) POWER DURING AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
The p owe r contained in a modul a ted wave is the sum of 
the p ower s of the sepdr ate frequency comp onents. Thus, if 
t here i s no over modul a tion, the total power in the modu-
l a t ed wave is greater than t h e power contained in the carrier 
b e cause of the presence of the side bands. If the total 
p ower of an ampli t ude mod.ul a ted wave is maintained in a re-
sis t cl nce R, t h e av e r c1g e power due t·o the carrier component 
. ..., 2 
i --k- d s 2R , an that due to each of t h e side-band components 
i s Therefore the total averdg e power in the ideal 
ampl itude modulated wave is 
where 
Ea 2 
p = 2R + 
Ea 2 
p = 2R (l + m2) 2 
2 
P Pz (1 + ~ ) 
E 2 P2 = ~ is the aver4 ge power due to the carrier com-
p onent, or the power without modulation. 
4. METHODS OF AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
" Amplitude modul a tion may be produced by many methods 
and devices . Those which have been used commonly are 
1 . Absorbtion processes 
a . Microphone in antenna system 
b. White s y stem 
c. Mag n e tic amplifier 
2 . Modul a t ed class C amplifier 
a . Pla t e - modulated. 
b. ~id-modulated 
c . Cathode-modulated 
* 
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3. Amplitude modulated oscillator. 
4. Square-law processes: 
a. Nonlinear circuit element 
b. Trioq.e square-law modUlator 
c. Balanced sq~are-law modulator." 
.---------------------------------------------------------Electronics Training Staf':f o:f the Cruf't Laboratory, Elec-
tronic Circuits and Tubes, pp. 648, 1947. 
------------------------~------------------~-------~------
At the present time, most amplitude modulation is 
accompli shed by a modulated. class C amplifier, an amplitude-
modulated oscillator, or a square-law processes. As an ex-
ample, a grid-modulated Class C amplifier will be analysed. 
5. GRID-MODULATED CLASS C AMPLIFIER: 
Figure (2). Basic circuit o:f a g rid-mo-
dulated Class C amplifier 
e 2 = E 2 Cos wzt, carrier signal 
e, = E, Cos w,t modulating signal. 
Figure (2) shows the basic circuit of' a g rid-modulated 
Cl a ss C amplifier. The output is controlled by varyi.ng the 
grid-bias voltage in accordance with the modulating signal, 
thereby obtaining amplitude modulation. The relative values 
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of' the voltage s are such t h at at the crest of the modulation 
cycle (i.e. when the grid is the least negative), the tube 
operates under typical Class C amplifier conditions, with a 
grid excitation that is n ot quite suf'f·icient to give satura-
tion conditions , resulting from positive grid potentials. 
Reference to figure (2) shows that the total voltage in 
the grid circuit is 
e = E + E, Cos w,t + E2 Cos w2 t cc cc .. . 
Figure (3a) shows the total voltage applied to the ~rid cir-
cuit, and figure (3b) is the corresponding p late-cathode 
voltage. 
To obtain reasonably linear modulation the grid should 
not be driven positive during the peaks of the modulating 
signal. Driving the grid positive causes the grid to draw 
current, which in turn, causes distortion due to imped~drop 
in the d.riving source. On the other hand, driving the grid 
slightly positive during the peaks of the modulation cycle 
gives greater output power. Driving voltages in the grid 
circuit should also have good voltage regulation for linear 
modulation. Increasing the load resist~nce improves the 
linearity of the dynamic characteristic curve of the ampli-
fier, thereby improving the linearity of the operation. 
But increasing the load resist~nce decreases the power out-
put. 
The efficiency of the grid-modulated Class C ampli-
fier varies during the modulation cycle. At the portion 
of' the t]:egative half cycle o~ the m6dU1at1ng ; st.gnal when·:·the 
.i · 
e.f:fective grid-bias (i.e. d.-c grid bias plus modulating sig-
natJ..) d.ri vee the grid. to cut off', the tube operates under t(_jp/cal 
Class C co.nditions with good efficiency. During the other 
portions of the modulating signal, the instantaneous plate 
vo·l tage is quite high dubing the -ttme o:f plate-current :flow, 
e 
I J u 
\) v J 
v 
a) Voltage applied to grid 
b) Plate-cathode voltage 
Figure (3). Wave forms in a grid-modulated 
Class C amplifier. 
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resulting in increased plate loss. The over all eff i cien-
cy during the complete modulation cycle tends to be in the 
neighborhood or 50 per cent. Hence, the output of a grid-
modulated Class C amplifier is less than the 9utput of an 
unmodulated Class C amplifier. 
The main advantage of a grid-modulated Class C ampli-
fier is that it requires a small driving power~. 
6. DISTORTION: 
Ir the equation for the envelope or an amplitude mo-
dulated wave does not contain the various rrequency com-
ponents present in the original intelligence in their cor-
rect rel•tive magnitudes and phases the modulated wave is 
said to be distorted. 
If the ~nvelope equation contains frequences that 
are not present in . the original; :~. intelligence, this distor-
tion is known as nonlinear or amplitude distortion. The 
amplitude distortion caused by the nonlinear characteris-
tics of the tube is not serious, since all the harmonics 
generated, other than the desired ones, · can be minimized 
by appropriate filter circuits. 
Frequency distortion exists when the ratio of the out-
put to input voltage varies as the frequency of the input 
signal varies. This is caused by the circ~t impedances 
w~ch vary with frequency. 
Phase shift is said to be introduced when the rela-
tive phases of the various frequency components of the in-
put are different at the output. It must be emphasized that 
i:f the. phases of various rrequency components are shi:fted by 
the same amount at the output no phase distortion is intro-
duced. In the vacuum tube amplifiers the time delay is in-
troduced by the reactances at low and high :frequences. Al.-
so, at high frequenc~s, additional time delay is caused by 
the transit time or the electrons in the tube. 
SECTION 11 




In the preceeding section the principles of ampli-
tude modulation were discussed briefly. In this section 
the possibility o~ obtaining an amplitude modulated wave by 
the clipping action of diodes will be discus·sed. 
0 vw +~ • 4v R ~ B-=--
- r 
0 0 
Figure (4). Diode clipper circuit, for 
clipping positive peaks. 
Figure (4) shows one form of a diode clipper circuit. 
(B) is the d-e bias voltage on the diode, placed as .shown. 
The re~istor (R) ha.s a value higher than the low internal 
resi .stance presented by the diode while conducting. The 
load impedance across the output terminals is high in com-
parison w1 th ·(R) so that the load does not draw appreciable 
current when the tube is conducting. If the input is a si-
nusoidal voltage having an amplitude greater than (B), the 
diode or figure (4) can not conduct until ~- - the potential 
on the plate exceeds (B). For all negative values of input 
voltage, and ~or all positive values of input smaller thah 
(B), the plate will be at a lower potential than tne ca-
t h ode. Under thl.s condition, t h e · d.iode presents an open 
circuit and hence the output potential accuratly repro-
duces a.1.1 the variations of input pot~ntial~ until the 
input voltage rises above the bias voltage. At this point, 
the plate is at a higher potential than the cathode and 
therefore the tube starts conducting. During the conduction 
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period the diode has a very low internal impedance. T~s 
arrangement produces the voltage output wave as shown in 
figure (4). The pos$tive ha1f cycle is clipped at a vol• 
tage approximatel.y equal to (B). 





·T 0 0 
Figure (5). Diode clipper circuit , for 
clipping negative peaks. 
If the connection._ of figure (4) is sl.ightly changed 
as in figure (5), the tube w111 conduct onl.y during the 
period when the cathode is more negative t~the pl.ate, 
giving the output wave form that has its negative half 
cycles cl.ipped at the negative level (B),as indicated 
in figure (5). 
If' figures (4) and (5) are combined as in rigure (6), 
the input sine wave will have both ita positive and nega-





Figure (6). Diode clipper circuit, f'or 
clipping both negative and pos~tive peaks. 
In fig ure ( 6) the tubes are biased with equal. mag-
nitude suppl~es~ so that pos·itive and negative clipping 
levels of the output wave are equal. 
2 o CLIPPER AMPLITUDE MODULATOR: 
-1 2-
In conne ction with the diode clipper circuits it has 
been mentioned that the clipping level of a wave is solely 
dependent o n and is almost equal to the magnitude of the 
bias voltage ( B) . This suggests that if the bias voltage 
is varied with time, the clipping l.evel will. also vary 
according1y. Therefore, if a sinusoidal. vol.tage is super• 
imposed on the d8c bias of figure (6)~ the clipping level 
of the output wave form will also vary sinusoidally about 
(B) • 
1 l 
Figure (7). Cl.ipper amplitude 
modul.ator. 
e 2 = E 2 Sinwst , input carrier voltage. 
l. 
e 1 = E1 Sinw1 t , time ~ varying bias or modUlating 
signal., as appears on the secoda.ry 
of the audio transformer. 
B = d• c bias voltage. 
C = By~pass condensers :for the carrier signal. 
The circuit of :figure (7) explains the way of obtaining 
a time• va.ry1ng bias and it is the circuit used for the clip:~:, 
per amplitude modulator - the subject of this thesis. The · 
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modulating signal is placed in series with the d-e bias 
voltages through a center•tapped audio transformer, making 
the total bias on the first tube +(B + a1 ), and, -(B + e 1 ) 
on the second. The capacitance C has a va1ue such as to 
provide a low impedance path to carrier frequency, thereby 
isolating the modulation source from the carrier voltage. 
The high.rrequency sinusoidal carrier wave is applied to the 
input terminals as in figure (7). Because of the sinusoida11y 
varying bias voltages on the diodes, the carrier will be 
clipped with a sinusoidal envelope. The output wave form 
will be as shown in figure (8). 
e " 
~----~;----
_.----·; t ! ! N-· .. _ 
~ . - - ... - - - - . - - - . - -- - ~ - - ~ •. ~ - . - ~ -=- - -:- - - - "N -- . - - - - - - - --. . ---
·----v------u-------n···/\.l \f ·.j 1.1 tr·· --u-------v-· ---u- --
Where 
Figure (8). Sinusoidally clipped 
carrier signal. 
(A) = amplitude of the carrier s1gna1 as 
measured between the resistance R and 
the first diode in figure (7) with the 
diodes removed. 
Figure (8) somewhat resembles an amplitude modulated 
wave. However, an equation for this wave must be found in 
order to see if it contains the frequency components that 
const1 tute an amplitude modul.ated wave.-
3.· MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF A SINUSOIDALLY CLIPPED 
SINE WAVE: 
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The main task is to analyse the wave rorm of figure 
(8) mathematically and show that it is an amplitude mo-
d.ulated wave. In other words, th~ :frequency components 
that costitute. the wave :form of figure (8) are to be 
:found .• The method of' attack to analyse this wave will be 
as follows: First, suppose that the high frequency sine 
wave (carrier) is clipped at the constant level (B) on 
both sides of (wt)-axis. This gives a periodic function 
as in f'igure (9). By expressing the curve of' figure (9) 
mathematically and replacing (B) by (B+~ Sinw.t) in the 
expression of :figure (9) an equ4tion for :figure (8) is 
obtained. 
Let w;t = x, and ~t = x.z. Also assume that X.a>> x. 
and lB+~I~ A • 
lc~) 
A .... --····-i- ....... 
, ' 
I ' , \ 
, \ 
I \ 










Figure (9). Sinusoidal carrier clipped 
at the constant level (B). 
In general, the Fourier Series is given by the ex-
pression 
-




a = 1 J f 
o n -7T (x) 
a = n 
b = n 
I o-
n !,. :r(x) 
I ff 




n = Any positive integer 
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However i:f the origin is chosen as in figure (9), 
according to the princip1es of Fourier Series, the curve 
of figure (9) is said to be an odd function. For t~s 
particular case the Fourier expression reduces to the 
form 
PO 
f(x) = Lbn S1nnx d.x 
'1::/ 
(7) 
where, in equation (7) 
or 
,-
b - 2. J :r Sinnx dx n- n o ( x) 
n = Any pos:itive odd integer 










When x=a 1 A Sinx = B 
x = a ·= Arc Sin(!) 
O<:.xLa 
a~ x ~(n-a) 
( n-a) ~ x ' 1f 
When n = I , from equation (8) 
(8) 
H-a 
b, = ; [ <A -s inx) Sinx dx + ~ ~ B Sinx dx 
+ ; {<A Binx) Sinx dx 
T-a 
Q ,r-a rr 
b _ ~ l~ _ Sin2xl_ 2B f008xl + ~[~ _ S1n2x~ 
' - n 2 ~ n L ~J n 2 4 
. o . a {La 
b - 2A ( .§ - Sin2a)- 2B ~oe ( 1T.-&) - Co sal 
. - " 2 4 11 e· :.~ 
+ 2·A [lT _ TT•a + Sin2( rr-..a>J 
1T 2 2 4 
b, = ;, ( Aa. - ~in2a + 2B Coea) ( 9 ) 
Substituting the values of (a), Sin2a • and Cosa 
from appendix A, 
(IO) 
When n > I , :from equation ( 8) 
b = n 
q ~a 
* ! A Sinx Sinnx dx + ~ B Sinnx dx 
ff 
+ f A Sinx Sinnx dx 
-16 -
b = n 
b = n 
2 {A -[....L Sinx(I-n) - "-; Binx(I+n)l'" 
n 2 I-n I+n J0 "\ rr-a 
. - ! [cosnx]. « + t {r!n Sinx( I-.n)- r!nSinx( l+tlj . 
z_[ A A ff-q 
n[ 2 (I•n} Sina(I•n) - 2 (I+n} Sina(I+n) 
- B Cosn(n•a) + B Cosna _ 
n n 
+(- 2 ct.-n))Sin{n~a)(I-n) 
+ 2 (t+n) Sin(I+n)(n-a)J 
Since (n) is any pos rj:tive odd integer, 
2 { A . A bn = n 2(I-n) S1na(I.-n) - 2 (I+n) Sina(I+n) 
+ ~B Cosa + 2 (!•I) Sin(n•a)(I-n) 
+2tl+n) Sin(n•a)(I+n)} (II) 
For n = 3 
b 3 = ; ( t Sin2a- t Sin4a _+ SB Cos3a + t Sin2a 
- ~in4a ) 
b - 2. ( ~ Sin2a - A Sin4a + ~ Cos3a ) 3-n 2 4 3 
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Substituting the values of Sin2a, Sin4a, and Coe3a 
from appendix A and simplifying, 
b _ ( 4B _ 4B 3 ) ,: {A*:..B2 
3 - 3n 3A!n A 
(I2) 
For n - 5 from equation (II) 
I 
b5~;[t S1n4a - ~2 Sin6a + §B Cos5a - ~ S1n(4n-4a) 
A · J + I 2 Sin(6tr-6a)J 
b 5 = ~ ( t Sin4a - t Sin6a + ~ Cos5a ) 
Substituting the values of Bin4a, Sin6a, and Cos5a 
from appendix A and simplifying, 
(I3) 
g ( ~ 22B 3 I6B5 IA2 -.s2 
b5 = 1T 5 - I5Af! + I5A4 ) A 
(I3) 
Therefore, from equations (7), (8), (IO), (I2), and 
......... - ... ·- - . - ~ - (I4) 
It is desirable to develop some neans of checking 
for possible mistakes made in deriving equation (I4). 
I:r the quantity (A) approaches infinity, figure (9) redu• 
ces to the form of a square wave clipped at the leve~ (B) 
on both sides of x-axis. Taking the lim1~ of f(x) ~a (A) 
approaches 1nfin1~y equation (!4) reduces ~o the form 
1d !.cal. to tha~ obtained f'rom a square wave by s1m1l.ar 
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analysis. 
First, express equation (I4) in the following fas~on 
and replace Arc Si~ by its equivalent series form. 
2A B . B3 ~ . ~ I ~· f(x) = n ( A+ 6A! + + •••)*·n · 1- A8 S1nx 
4B 4B 8 I Biii ' 
+ ( 3n - 3A¥n ) I- A2 Sin3x 
4B 44B 3 32t ;-:;:--p;rt 
+ ( 5n- I5A!n + I5 n> /I- i 2 S1n5x + ••••• 
f. ~ Lim r;( ·2B~ 2B 3 . + 6B5 + + ~ ~A2 )Sinx Limlf(x) = L'n T 6A!n 40ln ••• n / ~-- -xa 
A-.-=- A-..--
'4B 4B 3 I Bill -
+ ( 3n - 3A!n ) I • Ae S1n3x 
4B 44B 3 . 32~ I Bfil ] +(5n- I5A¥n + !5 ) I • Aa S1n5x + ••• 
~ch reduces to 
Lim. [r(x)J = !B Sj_nx + j! B1n3x + ~ S1n5x + •••• 
A-...-
This is seen to be identical. with the Fourier expaD•· 
sion o:f a square wave. ( ·see appendix E ) 
To get an expression :for figure (8) • every quantity · 
(B) appearing in equation (I4) must be replaced by , 
( B + E, Sinx,) as suggested on page (14). 
The first term of equation (I4) becomes 
b, = ;A Arc Sinf + ;B / I • i: 
---=S~uj.stituting the series forms for Arc Sini and 
/I • is as given ln appendj.x • . B • 
.2.r Ja B.! ~ 5Ji!. 35# 63B~I b, ::: tr A ( A + 6.A. 8 + 40.A., + II2A7 + II52A9 + 28I A" 
.. 23IB'3 I43B',.. 
+ I33I2,K1 + I0240A's-+ •••• ) 
2 ( B + B3 ~ ~ 3SB9 63BII ~ = ~ 6A2 + ~ + ~ + II52AB + 28I6A10 
23IBI3 I43BI5 









In. ·.equation (15) replace (B) by ( B + E, Sinx, ) where 
(E,Si~) is the modulating signal. The expGnded £orm of 
the quantity ( B + E,Sinx, )n is given in appendix c. 
From equation (I5) and appendix C, 
b' = ; [ 2 (B+E, Sinx,) - 3!_u (B 3 + 3Bitj;, Sinx,+3BEl' Sin2 x, 
- +E~ Sin8~) 
(B7+ 7B6E, Sinx,+ 2IB5E' S1n8 x, 
+35B4E~ S1n 3 x,+ 35B 8E~ Sin4x, 
+2IB2E~ Sin5x,+ 7BE~ Sin6x, 
+ E7 Sin7x ) I r 
(B9+ 9B8E,Sinx,+ 36B7E~ Sin2 x, 
84B6E~ S1n3 x,+ I26B~~ Sin4x, 
+ I26g4E1 Sin5x,+ 84B 3~6 Sin6x, 
36B 2 ET S1n7x,+ 9BE~ Sfn8x, 
~ 8 ) + E 1 Sin x, 
7 
I408AIO 
(BII+ IIB10E,S1nx,+ 55B9E~S1n2xc 
+ I65B8E~ S1n3 x,+ 330B7E~ 61n4x, 
+ 462B6E? Sin5x,+ 462B5E?Sin6x, 
+ 330B~7 s1n7x,+ I65B 3E~ Sin8x, 
+ 55B 2 E? S1~x1 + IIBE~O Sin10x, 
~ E~I Siniix, ) 
?I (BI3 + I3B12E,S1nx,+ 78B11E~ S1n2 x, 
6656A12 
+ 286B10E~ S1n3 x,+ 7I5B9E~ Sin4x, 
+ I287B8E~ S1n5x,+ I7I6B7E? Sin6x, 
+ I7I6B6E7 S1n7x,+ I287B5E~ S1n8x, 
+· 7I5B4E? S1n9 x,+ 286B 3E~0 Sin10x, 
+ 78B2E~I Sin11x 1 + I3BE~2 Bin12x, 
+ E~3 Sin13x, ) { 
...... ~ ............... · ............ :1 
-(:lfr. + B 3 + 3B~ + ~ + 3:2B9 
A 2A4 8A . ~ I28A10 
- 20-
63BII 
+ 12 ••• )E~ Sin2 x, 256A . 
- 21-
( I .. ~ + 3 4 + I47B6 + 2079B8 ) 5 5 4 T IO I 2 + ••• E, Sin x, 20A 8A 32A 64A 5I2A 
B + ~ + I47B5 + 693D7 + 6 6 ( 8A6 64AIO I28AI2 • • • • • )E, Sin x, 
693B6 ) 7 7 + 12 + - •••• E, Sin x, I28A. 




+ • • •• )E, 
-
( 5 + 25B 2 + II!2:;2~4 + ••••• )E? Sin9x, 
576AB I28AIO 5I2A12 
_ { 7B + 2:2IB• ) IO IO 
Io T 2 + ••••• E, Sin x, I28A . 256A.a 
7 63B 2 II II 
- ( IO + I2 + •••••• )E, 51~ x, I408A . 256A . 
_ ( 2IBI2 + ••••••••••••·••)E~2 5I2A 
I2 Sin x, 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••] . (I6) 
Let ao , a , a 2 , etc ••• be the corresponding 
constant t•rms or equation (I6). Therefore, 
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b,' = ao + a, Sinx, + a2 51n
2 x, + a.3 Sin~x, + a4 Sin4x, 5 6 - 7 8 
+ a 5 Si~ x,+ a6 Sin x,+ a 7 Sin x,+ a.8 Sin x, 
9 IO II + a9 Sin x, + a10 Sin x,+ a 11 Sin x, 
12 
+ a 12 Sin x,+ •••••••••••••••• (!7) 
Substituting the trigonometric identities for the 
sine terms from appendix D, 
b, .... ( I I = a. + a, Sinx, +, a 2 2 - 2 Cos2x,) 
+ ~ ( i Sinx,- f Sin3~) 
+ a4 ( .2 I I 8 - 2 Cos2x, + ~ Cos4x, ) 
+ a 5 ( ~ Sinx,- 16 S1n3x, + i6 S1n5x,) 
+ a6 ( 16- ~~ Cos2x1 + ib Cos4x,- ~2 Cos6x) 
+ a7 ( 25. 2! 64 Sinx,- 64 Sin3x,+ h Sin5x, 
- -h Sin7x, ) 
+ aa ( 25...- SQ._ !28 !28 Cos2x,+ ' I~~ Cos4x, 
8 I Cos8x, ) 
- 128 Cos6x,+ Y2'8 
+ ril < 63 Sinx, - . 42 Sin3x,+ I8 Sin5x, 
- ~ Sin7x, + ~ S1n9x, ) 
+ ~0 (63- !05 Cos2x,+ 60 Cos4x,• !5cos6x  2 I 
+ 5 Cos8x - ~ CosiOx, ) 
I 2 
+ ~1 ( 462 ~1nx,- 330 Sin3x,+ 165 S1n5x, 1024 
-55 S1n7x,+ 11 S1n9x,- S1n1lx,) 
+ 2~ ( 462 • 792 Cos2x,+ 495 Cos4x, 




= ( ... ) 
+ ( 3a.., 5;5 35~ 63~ 462~0 a, + 4 + + ~ + 12 + 1024 t ••• ) . Sinx, 
-( a2 a4 15a6 5~:§ 105?-0 79~?2 ~ + ~ + 32 + 12 + 25 + 20 + •• )Cos2x, 
-( ~ 5~5 21~ 42~ 330~1 4 + 1 + ~ + 12 + l024 + •••••• ) S1n3x, 
+{ a4 3a6 28sa 6~0 49~~2 r ~ + 12S + 2 + 20 8 + ••••• ) Cos4x, 
a 7a ~ 165~:1. 
+( tt + ii?- + 12 + + . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 1024 
-( 
a6 8a8 
32 + 128 + 
-( it 9~ + 256 + 
+( a8 5~0 128 + 256 
1 11~1 
+( 250 + 1024 
~ 12~2 




+ • 0 • • • • • • • • • • ) 512 2048 
55~1 ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 1024 
66~~ 
+ 2048 + •••••• · ••••••••••••• ) 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 








+ .......... . .......... --------- (18) 
Let Co , c1 , c2 ~ etc ••• be the respective constant 
terms o~ equation (18). Then, 
b 11 = Co + c1 S1nx.+ 02 Cos2x, + o3 61n3x1 + 04 Cos4x, 
+ c5 B1n5x,+ c6 Cos6x,+ o7 81n7x,+ 08 Oos8x, 
+ c9 S1n9x,+ c10 CoslOx,+ c11 81nllx,+ ••·• (19) 
The first term, ei 1 for a sinusoidally clipped 
sine wave becomes, from equations (14) and (19), 
e' 1 = Co Sinx2 + c1 Sinx, Sinx2 + Ca Sinxe Cos2x, 
+ C~ Sin3x, Sinxs + c4cos4x,Sinxa 
+ c5 Sin5x, Sinxe + c6 Cos6x,Sinx2 
+ c7 Sin7x, Sinxe + c8 Cos8x,S1nxe 
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+ c9 Sin9x, Binxe + c10 Cos10x,Sinxe 
or 
where 
+ ••••••••••••••••••.•••• (20) 
+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (21) 
Xl : Wlt: 2nflt 1 fl being the frequency Of the 
modulating signal 
Xe = Wat = 2nfst , fs being the frequency of the 
carrier signal 
The constants Co , c1 , Ca , etc ••• have the d1men• 
s1ons in volts as seen from equations (16) and (18). 
This point will be more clear when Co , c1 , Ce , etc ••• 
are expressed in terms of the known quantities (A), (B), 
and (~) in the following pages. Also,expressions (20) 
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or (21) clearly shows that ( ei ) is an amplitude mo• 
dulated wave, ( Co Sinxa) being the carrier signal of 
this modulated wave. 
The constants Co , c1 · , Ca , etc ••• can be expres-
sed in terms of the known quantities (A), (B), and <Ei>• 
From equation (18), 
aa 3a4 5:6 35B.e 6t,a._;,o 462~2 
c! = ao + ~ + -a- + 1 + ~ + 2 . + 2048 
+ •••••••• 
Substituting for ao , ~ , aa , etc •• , from equation (16) 
2 [ Bs BS B7 5B9 - 7B11 
C! = 1f ( 2 B - 3A8 - 20A4 56A6 576AS 1408A10 
21Bl3 
6656A12 
_ l. ( !L + B 3 + 3B~ + sif_ + 35B9 
2 A2 2A4 SA ~ 128A10 
.... ) 
63B11 
+ 256A12 + ••• )Ef 
lL_ + 5B' + ~ + J.Q5B7 . ____ _ 
4i_4 SA 32if' 64A10 ·r-
+ 115~Bg + ••••• )E41 512A12 
.5...._ 1L_ ~ 147BS 693B7 6 
-to (SAO ·+~+ 64A10 + 128A12 + ••• )El 
_ 25_ ( ~ + 105B 8 + 2079B5 + 8 
1 8 10 12 ••••• ) ~ 2 64A 128A 512A -~ 
- 62356 ( 7B 10 + g31~~2 + •o••••••••••)~O 
128A 256A l. 
. 462 ( 21B. + ),;1.2 
- 2048 12 •••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
512A 
- ................................... ] 
Rearranging, 
Co = 4B ( 1 - B:a - B4 
11 6A2 40A4 
_ 3E~B (l 
16rrA4 




112A 6 - .,..ll-..5_2_A-rS 
+ ••• ) 
63B10 
+ 10 ....... ) 
256A 
1155B8 
+ · 8 . •••• ) 
128A 
+ ••••••••• ) 
_ 175E~B (l + 105B2 + 2079B4 + ••••••••••• ) 
4096ttAB 10A2 40A4 
_ 441Ef0B (l + .....::3......:;3:B_2 
16384TT R"' 9A2 






Er (l 3B2 15B4 . d 315B~ 
+ + 4 + :-::-:o + 8 2nA8 2A8 8A 16A 128A 
69'3B10 
+ 10 + ••••••• ) 
256.A: 
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E? (1 15B2 175B4 12~B6 ~8 ... ) 
16rrA4 + + 4 + 16A6 
+ + 
2A2 8A 128A 
Et (1 25.Ja2 73~B4 4851B6 + •••••••••• ) 
256nAg + + 4 + 16A6 2A2 8A 
3fiE? 63B11 20'1B~ 
- 8 (1 + + + •••••••••••••••• ) 
4096nA 2A2 8A 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (23) 
ae a4 15a6 56aa 10~~0 792~2 . 
Ce = - ( ~ + ~ + 32 + 128 + 25 + ~ + 
Ce = ErE (1 
nA2 
2 4 6 8 10 
+ 1!.._ + .2li.:. + .5ll:._ + .3.51L_ + 63B . . + • • • • ) 
2A2 ~ ]j;AO i28A8" 256A10 
(1 + 5B8 + ~ + 10~6 + 1155B8 + ••••••• ) 
2A2 ~ 16A 128AB 
~~~ 147B4 69~t (1+ + 4 + + •••••••••••••• ) 
6A2 8A 16A. 
J.GI2J211 §:07~B4 + + + •••••••••••••••••• ) 
10A2 40A 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (24) 
( as s;s 21~ 42·~ 330.:11 Ca = - 4 - + 1 + ~ + 12 + 102 + . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
Cs = E,
3 
( 1 + 3B
11 
+ 15t + d . + ~ + 62~:sl-O +. • ) 
6rrA2 2A2 8A ~ ~ 256A10 
5 2 4 6 8 
+ E, (J. + 15B + ~ + 735B + · 6395B + ••••• ) 
32nA4 2&2 8A 16A6 128AS 
+ 3E7 (1 +. 35B
2
.+ 73SB4+ #851B6 ) 6 6 + ••••••••••• 
1280nA 2A2 8A4 16A 
- 28-
9 . 4 
+ 35E. B (l + 63B2 + 20k9B + ·•••••••••••••••••) 
6144nA 2A2 8A 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (25) 
a4 3a6 28a8 60~0 . 495~2 04 = <a-+~+ 128 + ~ + 2048 + •.......... ) 
_ E~B (1 5B~ ~ 1~6 1155B8 04 = 4 + + + + 8 + •••••• ) 
16nA 2A2 8A 16A 128A. 
6 --~ (1 641TA ~5B
2 1.4r4 693t + . + + + •••••••••••• ) 
6A~ 8A 16A 
8 
_ 35E. B ( 1 
1024-rrAB 




B ( l + 33Ba _ + ............... ... . .. c ••• ) 
16384nA10 9Aa 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (26) 
+ •••••••••••••••••• ) 
5 2 4 6 8 
05 = - E, (1 + ~ + ~ + ~ + 6395B + ••• ) 160nA4 2A2 ~ ~ 128AS 
7 2~Ba + ~ + 482~B6 + E, _ (1 + ......... ) 
1280nA6 2A2 8A 1.6A 
9 6;2B 2 20:z2B4 
- !2E·t (1 + + + • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • ) 
2048rrA8 2A~ 8A4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (27) 
-29-
a6 - 8a8 · 45~0 · 2~0~2 _ 0 6 =- ( 32 + 128 + 512 + 2048 + ••••••••••••••••• ) 







128nA6 6A8 8A4 l6A6 
l05B2 2079B4 
• + 4 •••...............•. ) 
lOA2 40A. 
~ (1 + + ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
9A2 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (28) 
a_, 9a 5~~1 01 =- < 64 + 2sg + + ••••••••••••••••••••••••.• > 
09 = 
C9 = 
35B2 . ~ 4851B6 
+ + + 6 + •••••••••••• ) 
2A8 8A 16A 






+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (29) 
1 ~!:lo 66~2 
( 128 + ~ + ~ + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
- 5E~B ! (1 + 105B8 + 20ztB4 + ................ ) 
4096nA 10A8 40A 
_ 35Et0B 
16384nA10 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.1 11~1 
( 256 + 1024 + •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
9 !2E, (1 
73828ffAS 
63B8 2072B4 + 
+ + 4 
?A.8 SA 




Comparing equation (23) with (31), it is seen that 
00 <::.< C,_ • Therefore the ·e -valuation of' :further constants 
i.s not nece·seary-. ~ 
Inspection of' the expressions (22) through (31) 
shows that Co ~ c1 ~ C2 , etc ••• have the dimensions 
in volts~ as expected. 
If' E1 = 0 ~ there is no modUlation. For this case, 
:from equations (22) through (31), 
c1 = Ca = Ca =•••••••••••• en= 0 
c. ;. ( 2B - Ba - B5 B7 ~ 1B~1 = 20A4 56A.6 1408A10 3.A2 - 576A -
21Bl3 
. . . . . . . ) 
6656A12 
which is identical with equation (15), for the unmodu• 
1ated case. 
If' (A) approaches infinity, the high :frequency wave, 
or the carrier signal, becomes a square wave. 
Letting(A) approach infinity, 





Ca = ea= c4 = ••••••••••• en = 0 
and the :formula (20), the :first term of the expression 
:for :figure (9), becomes 
e' = 4 B Sinxft + §.. S1nx1 Sinxa 1 1f 19 fT 
This is the same expression obtained if' the carrier sig-. 
nal were assumed to be a square wave. ( See appe~x E ) 
For the case E1 = 0 and B = A the carrier signal 
is not chansed. 
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· When E]_ = 0 
c1 = Ce = Ca = ••••••••••••.• 0 0 = 0 
,. 
4B ~ L B6 . 5B8 7B10 
Co = 11' (l - 6A2 - 4Qi! - 112A6 - 1152 - 341.6A10 







c. = !A ( 1 • .1668 ~ .025 • .00898 • .00433 
- .00205- .001578 ••••••• ) 
Co = ~ ( 1 • .208738 ) 1f 
c. - ~ ( .791 ) 
c.- A 
Therefore equation (20) reduces to 
e' = A Sinxa 1 , as expected. 
The second term of equation (14) can be exp4nded 
as was the first term. From equation (14), 
ba = 4B 4B
3 ( 3fT - 3Ai!n ) 
ba = ~ ( 1 B~ ) /1 .-..A B. ;r; i! 3n - A1 ~ 
ba :: 4B ( 1 . B~ )1tz 31f - Aa 
-32-
Substituting the series form of 
dix B 
B a ,/z ( 1 -. A ii ) from appen. 
ba = 4B ( 1 ~ 3B.8 + 3n 2A8 
ba = 4 ( B .-. 3B
3 
3n 2A.• 
Replace (B) by ( B + Ei 51nx1 ) in order to introduce 
the sine variation of the envelope as explained o~ 
page (1A). The expanded :form of ( B + E1 51~ fl1s 
listed in appendix C :for different values o:f (n). 
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I 4[ b a =. 31T ( B + ~ Sin~ ) 
- _2_ ( B3 - + 3B2 Ei 81~ + 3BEi S1n2 Xi + Ei Sin 3 Xi) 
2A2 -
+ 2~Alj: ( B5 + 5B' S1nx1 + lOB:J£i Sin8 ,_ 




iA6 ( B 7 + 7B6~ 51~ + 21B5E8 :·Sin8 ,_ 
+ 35B4Ei S1n3 Xi + 35B 3~ S1n4x1 + 21B8~ Sin5x1 
- - -
+ 7B~ Sin6Xi + E{ $~n7Xi ) 
+ ~ ( B9 + 9B8E:I_ BillXJ. + 36li 7J:i S1n8~ 
2 A 
+ 84B6Ei S1n2 x1 + 126B5~ S1n4~ 
+ 126B·~ Sin5Xi + 84B 3~ Sin6x1 
... ... 
+ 36B8 E{ S1n7x1 + 9BE~ Sin8~ + ~ S1n9Xi) 
+ 
2
aAlO ( B11 + 11B10~ Si~ + 55B9Ei S1n8~ 
+ 165B8Ei S1n3 x1 + 330B7~ B1n4x1 
+ 462B6~ S1n5~ + 462BS~ Sin6x1 
+ 330B4E{ S1n7Xi + 165B~ B1n8Xi 
+ 55B2~ Sin9 x1 + 11BEi0 81n10x1 
+ Eils1nl1~ ) 
+ 286B10~ S1n3~ + 715B9Ei Sin4~ 
+ 1287B8~ c:; + 1716B7E6 Sin6~ 81~-~ 1 
+ 1 716B6Ei Sin 7 ~ + 1287B5E8 1 Sin8~ 
+ 715B4~ Sin9 x1 + 286B 3~0 Sin10~ 
+ 78B2~1 S1n11Xi + 13B~2 Sin12~ 
+ ~3 S1nl3xl ) 
i' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :J 
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+ ( ~ + ·~ + 3; 126B5+ 3 }30B7 7• 715B9 
20:JA4 2 A 2 7AS 2~A10 + 210A12 
+ .• -• ...-) Ei Sin4~ 
) 5 5 + •••••• E1 Sin x1 
) 6 6 + ••••• Ei Sin~ 
+ ( 1 3• 36B2 + 3• 3)0B4 7• . 1716B6 
2 4A6 + 27A8 28A10 + 210A12 
+ ••••• ) E{ S1n7x1 
+ ( .2.3JL_ + 7• 28B
3 
+ )~0 S 10 ~ 210A12 - ••••••••••••••• ~ in Xi 
( ±ro + 7• 78B2 + )~1 11 + 10 12 ••••••••••••••• Sin L 2A 2 A:. .. J. 
+ ( 7• 13B _ + . ) ...J-2 Si 12 
2
10A12 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ . · n JCJ_ 





' 4B ~ 3B~ · B6 ~8 3tO ba = + 3rr ( 1 - + + 6 + 7 + 
2A2 8A 16A 2 A 2 Al.O 
+ ••• ) 
91B12 
+ 210 A12 + • • • ) Sinxl 
6BE~ ( l.- 5B2 ~ 7B4 _ ~ _ 55B8 
..,. nAil 6A8 24A4 J:6A5 3• 2 7 Ati 
9l.Bl0 
- 8 10- ••• )Sinexl 
3• 2 A 
2~~ ( 1 _ ~~2 _ ~ ~ 21B6 _ 165~8 
- nA¥ 2Aid 24i._4 . 16A6 2 7 A 
100l.B10 8 10- ••• )Sinaxl 
3• 2 A ~ 
+ 5EEt ( 1 + 7B8 + 63B~ + ~ + 1001B8 
2nA 6A8 40A 16A 3• 27AS 
4 
+ ••••••••••••• )Sin x1 
+ •••••••••••• )Sin5x1 
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8 55B2 + 1001B4 8 + 9BE,~ ( 1 + •••••••••• )Bin Xi 
321Y'A 6A2 24A.4 + 
+ E~ ( ]. + 55B8 ~og~Ja4 ••••••••• ~)Bin9x1 32rrA8 + . 4 + 2A8 24A 
l.J.~ro ( ]. 49B 2 . 10 + 
64nA10 
+ + •••• · •••••••••••••• )Bin Xi 
33A2 
+ Ef
1 ( l. + 9l.B2 ) ll. 
l.o + •••••••••••••••• Bin L 641TA 2A8 J. 
+ ••••••••••••••••••••• (33) 
Let do , d1 , de , etc ••• be the r.eapeet1ve constant 
terms of equation (33). Therefore, 
I 
ba = do + d1 Si~ + da Sin8~ + da Sin3 x1 




S1n6x1 + d4 + d6 + •••• 
(34) 
Replacing Sin8 Xi , Sin3 Xi , S1n4Xi , etc ••• by their 
trigonometric identities from appendix D, 
ba ::: do + d 1 Si~ + da (< ... t ·.- ! Cos2x1 ) 
+ da( t 81~ - t S1n3,_) 
+ d~( ~ :- ~ Cos2~ + ~ Cos4~) 
+ d 5 ( i 8i~ - * Sin3~ + h- SinS~ ) 
+ d6 ( fg - ~ Cos2~ + ftcos4,_- !2 Cos6~) 
+ d 7 ( tt Sinx1 - a Sin3~ + h S1n5:;_ 
- h Sin7~) 
+ d 8 ( ~ - t~e Cos2x1 + i~a Cos4~ ~ 1~8 Cos6~ 
.~ + 1~8 Coa8x1 ) 
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d 
+ 12~ { 63 81~ • 42 S1n3,_ + 18 81n5~ .. ~ B1n7~ 
+ t S1n9~ ) 
~ 4t;_ 
+ 250 ( 63 • 105 Cos2,_ + 60 Coa4,_ • ~os6x1 
+ 5 Cos8Xi • ~ Cos10X1 ) 
dl.1 
+ 1024 ( 462 S1nx1 • 330 S1n3Xi + 165 S1n5X1 
... 55 S1n7~ + 11 S1n9, • S1n11~ ) 
+ ~ ( 462 • 792 Cos2X:L + 495 Cos4X:L • 220 Cos6X:L 
+ 96 Cos8~ • 12 Cos10X1 + Cos12~ ) 
d 
+ J§~ ( 1n6 51~ .- 1287 Sin3~ + 715 S1n5x1 
+ 286 S1n7~ + 78 S1n9~ - 13 Sinl·~Xj: + S1n13x1 ) 
+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
rearranging, 
, de ~d4 5:2 35d8 63~0 ba = + ( do + 2 + 8 + 1 + 128 + 25 
462d12 
+ 2048 + ••••••••••• ) 
3~ 5§5 35d7 63§9 462d11 
+ ( d1 + + + 64 + 12 + 1024 
1716'1,-, 
+ 409~ + ••• ) Binxl 
_ { da + ~ + 35d6 56d8 , 10~~0 . 792d12 
2 2 32 + 12~ + 25 + 2048 
+ ••••••••• ) Coe2Xi 
5~5 ~ld7 42:9 33~1 l287d13 
+ 1 + 4 + 12 + 1024 + 4096 
+ •••••••••• ) S1n3Xl, 
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~ 3~6 28:8 6~10 495dl2 
+ ( ~ + 1 . + 12 .. + 25 . . + 2048 + • • ._)Oos4~ 
~ ~d7 18~9 16~1 715~3 
+ ( 10 + 4 + 12 + 1024 + 4096 + ••• )Sin5Xi 
•••••••••• )Costixl 
~ 9~ 55~11 286d, ~ 
- ( 04 + 256 + 1024 + ~ + •••••••••• )S1n7Xi 
d8 5~0 66~2 . -
+ ( 128 + 25 + 20 - + ••••••••••••••••• )Cos8~ 
d 11d 78~; 
+ ( ~ + 102i1 + '4096 + ••••••••••••••• )S1n9Xi 
~ 12d 
- ( 512 + ~ + ••••••••••••••••••••••••)Cos10x1 
~ 13d,_; 
- ( 1024 + ~ + ••••••••••••••••••••••)S1nl.1x1 
+ ( ~~ + ••••••• · ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ) Cos12~ 
+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • (35) 
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Let ko ! k1 , ks , etc ••• be the respective constant 
terms of equation (35). Then, 
I 
b\j = ko + k 1 Sin~ + ka Cos2,_ + k3 S1n3,_ + k 4Cos4x1 
+ k 5 Sin5Xi + k6 Cos6~ + ••••••••••••• 
(36) 
The second term of equation~- (1_41-}_: :for d.·.s1nuso1dal.ly 
clipped wave becomes, 
I 
e ~ = b_, Sin3x2 
e~ = ko S1n3x¥ + k1 51~ Sin3x:a + ks Cos2~ Sin3xe 
+ ka Sin3x1 S1n3xe+ k4 Cos4x1 B1n3xs 
+ k 5 SinS~ Sin3xe+ k6 Cos6~ S1n3xa 
+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
&3 = ko Sin3xs 
~ + 2 -: Cos(3x:a• ~) 8 Cos(3xa + ~) 
ka 
~ S~n( 3xe•2X:J.) + Sin(3xe +2~) +-2 
ka 
·-
2 .-. Cos(3xe•3XJ_) • Cos(3xa +3x1 ) 
~ Sin ( 3xe~4x:t ) + S.1n(3xa +4~) + 2 
~ 
+ 2 Cos!3xa•5~) • Cos(3xa +5~) 
+ 0 •••••• · - · •••••••••• 0 0 •••••••••• 
(37) 
The constants k• , k1 , ks , etc ••• have the dimen• 
sions of volts as expected from equations (33) and (35). 
This point will be more clear when k• , k1 , ke , etc ••• 
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are expressed in terms of the known quantities (A), (B), 
and (Et) in the following pages. Also expression (37) 
clearly shows that ea is an amplitude modulated wave, 
( ko S1n3xa ) being ~he carrier signal. 
From equations (33) and (35), 
_ 3BEf ·( 1 ._ 5B8 _ ~ _ ~ _ 55B8 
nA2 6A2 24A 16A 3• 27A8 
_ 91B10 
3• 2BA10 ... ) 
+ 15BE~ ( 1 ~ 6)B: ~ 100lB8 
16nA4 + 6A2 + 40A + i6AO + 3• 27AB + ••• ) 
BE6 9B2 ~ 429B6 + 3~ ~ - ( 1 + + 4 + 6 + •••••••••• ) 
192A ff 2Alc$ 8A 64A 
+ 315BE~ ( 1 + 55B2 + l001B4 + •••••••••••••• ) 
212A8 1T 6A8 24A4 
+ 623BEt
0 





3d3 . 5d5 - 35d7 63dg 462dll 
dl + 4 r+ -a· + 64 + 128 + 1024 + •••••••• 
+ 4E. ( l _ 9B
2 ~4 Tit_ 27B8 33B10 
k = + + 6+ s• s l 3rr 2A2 8A 16A 27A 2 A10 
91B12 
+ 210A12 + •••••••••) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
+ 35E7 .(· l + ~27B........._2 49SB4 300gB6 ) 6 + 4 + + •••••••••• 768nA 2A2 8A 16A 
+ 231Ef1 + 91B8 + 2151fA10 ( 1 2A :a • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••• • ••••• • • ) 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(39) 
-
- _ < ~ + d4 + 3?d6 56d8 l05d10 792d12 
k:a 2 2 32 + 128 _+ 256 + 2048 + •••• 
= 3BEf 1 _ 5B
2 
_ 7B4 _ ~ _ 55B8 
ka + 1TA2 { 6A2 24A4 16if 3• 2 7 AS 
91B10 
3• 28Al0 ..... ) 
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_ SBE~ ( 1 7B 2 . 63B4 ~6 lA01B8 · 
----..... + + 4 + + 7 8 +· ••••••• ) 4nA~ 6A2 40A 16A 3• 2 A 
2B2 ~ 429~6 + + 4 + + •••••••••••.•. ) 
2A2 8A 16A 
_ 63BE~ ( 1 + 55B2 + 1001B4 + 
512nAB 6A2 24A4 
................... ) 
1155BEt0 + ~ + 214nA10 ( 1 33Aa •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
••••••o•••••••••••••••••••• (40~) 
( ~. a 5~5 21d7 42. ~ 330d11 ka=-:=- 4 - +], + 64 + 12 + 1024 + •••••••••••• ) 





_ 7E7 ( 1 _.. 27B8 + 49SB4 + 3003B6 ) 6 T 4 6 + ••••••••••• 192n:A 2A2 8A 16A 
500iB4 + + ••.•••••••••••••••• ) 
.24A. 
- 16~~0 c 1 + ~ + •••••••••••••••••.••••••••• ) 
21 nA 2A2 
- •••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• (41) 
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d4 3d6 2Bd8 .. 6o~10 495~2 k4 = + ( a-+ 16 + 128 + 25 + 2048 + •••••••••• ) 
6 +~ ( 1 
641r.A. 
9B2 99B4 . ~ + + 4 + + •••••••••••••• ) 
2A2 8A 16A 
5!2B8 100iB4 . 1 + * + + •••••••••••••••••• ) 
6A 24A 
+ ····················~·····) 
+ 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• (42) 
~ ~¢ 18do ~~5dl1 ks = + < 10 + + ~ + 1o24 + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
~ 300gB6 + + + •••••••••• ) 
8A 16A 
+ 9E? ( 1 + 55B8 + 500SB
4 
+ ••••••••••••••••••) 
211rrA.8 2A8 24A4 
+ 1~~~0 ( 1 + 91B8 + •••••••••••••••••••••••·•) 2 1TA 2A.2 
+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (43) 
~ Bda 45~0 22od12 k6 = ~ ( 32 + 128 + 512 + 2048 + ••••••••••••••••• ) 
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+ ••••••••••••• ) 
.._ 9BE~ ( 1 + 55B 8 + l.001B4 + • o • .••• • • ••••••••••• ) 
29nA8 6A2 24A4 
_ 495BEf0 ( l. + 49B2 ) 
215nAl.O 33A:a + •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (44) 
~ 9~ 55~1 k7 = ~ ( 04 + 25 + 1024 ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
49~B4 3oogB6 ) + 4 + + •••••••••• 
8A 16A 
_ 9E? ( 1 + 55B8 + 5005B
4 
13 8 4 + ••.........•.••••• ) 
2 nA 2A2 24A 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (45) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
+ 11~ro < 1 + 49B• + ··························' 21 ~AlO 33A2 
+ •••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• (46) 
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~ 1ld11 78~3 
kg = + ( 250 + 1024 + 409 + . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . ) 
kg + Ef ( 1 + 55B2 + 5005B4 + . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) = 213nA8 24A4 2A2 
+ 
1l.Et1 2~611.A.l.O ( 1 + 21B
2 
2A2 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (47) 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(48) 
d],], 
kll.=- ( 1024 + •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (49) 
Since k11 is seer&:.to be very small compared to k1 , 
it is not necessary to evaluate rurther constants. 
ko , k1 , k2 , etc ••• are the constant terms of equation (37) • and they have the dimensions of·. velts as can be 
seen from expressions (38) through (49). 
If E1 = 0 • there is no modUlation. For this case, 
from equations (38)through (49), 
kl = ke = ~ = •••••••••• = kn = 0 
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and 
4B _ 3B2 + 3B4 B6 ~ ~ ko = 3n ( ]. + 16A6 + 27A8 + 2A2 8A4 2 A1 
+ 
1Bl2 
+ • •••••• ) 
210A12 
which is identical with equation (32) for the unmodu-
lated case. 
If (A) approaches infinity, the high frequency wave , 
or the carrier signal, becomes a square wave . Therefore, 
letting (A) approach infinity , from equation (38 ) through 
(49) ' 
4B 
ko = 3iT 
k ~' 1= 31T' 
and the formula (37) , the second part ot the expression 
for figure (8) , reduces to 
4B 4E, 
e 3 = 31f Si n3xs + 31T Si~ S1n3xa 
This is the same expression obtained when the carrier 
signal is considered to be a square wave • ( See appen-
dix E ) • 
The final expression for figure (8) 
I 
e = e1 + e3 • e 5 + • • ••••••••••••••••••••• •• • 
e = e. Sinw 2 t + a1 S1nw1 t Sinwat • Gs£Gs2w1 t 81nw8t 
+ «3 Sin3w1 t Sinwat + e4 cos4w1 t Sinwet 
+ .................. .. .... ...... . 
+ k.S1n3wat + k1 Sinw1 t S1n3wat + kaCos2w1 t S1n3wat 
+ kaS1n3w1 t 61n3wat + k 4 Cos4w1 t SLB3wat 
+ .~ •••••••••••• ••• • • (50) 
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where the coDstants Co , c1 • Ca , etc ••• have th€ 
dimensions of volts, and they are defined w1 th the 
expressions (22) through (31). The constants ko~ k1 , 
ka , etc ••• also have dimensions of volts, and they are 
given with the relations (38) through (49). 
Equation (50:) is clear1y seen to be an a.mpli tude 
modulated wave. This equat1.on contains infinite number 
of frequency components. But with a tank circuit the 
most desired frequency components m~ be selected. For 
instance, i:f the tank circuit is tuned to the :frequency 
(fa), equation (50) is approximated by 
e - Co Sinwat + o1 Sinw1 t Sinwet 
or c, ~ 
e = Co Sinvat + ~ Cos(wa•w1 )t + 2 Cos(wa+w1 )t 
(51) 
which is the equation :for an ideal amplitude modul.ated 
waveo 
If the tank circuit is tuned to .(3fa), equation : 
(50) is approximated by 
e = koS1n3wat + k1 S1nw1t Sin3wet 
or k, .!J. 
e = koS1n3wat + ~ Cos(3wa•w1 )t + 2 Cos(3wa•w1 )t 
(52) 
Equation (52) is a1so an amplitude modulated wave 




Figure ·(10) is the wiring diagram of the clipper am-
plitude modulator used 1n the experiment. It is similar 
to figure (?) except that a twin diode is employed instead 
of two single diodes, and the low-impedance paths across 
the d. - c bias bl\tteries, and the .secondary of the audio 
transformer are arranged as shown. 
"(·· 
Figure (10). Clipper amplitude modulator, 
experimental circ~t. 
Some data on 6H6 twin diodes are given in table 1. 
Table 1 
For 6H6 twin diode 
Plate No. 1 to cathode No.1 Capacitane •.•••• . 3.0~-"t/t:rroo' 
Plate No. 2 to cathode No. 2 Capac1tane ••.•• •• 3.4..P-HftJt'4 e/ 
Plate No.I to plate No.2 Capac~ tane ••••••• 0.1 ,uA f"a,,a' 
Forward. plate resistan-ce ••••..•••••.••• • • · • • • • 720 ohms 
Backward plate resistance ••••••••••••••.•• • • • • oo ohms 
Figure (11). The photograph of a sinusoi-
d ally clipped carri er for f2 = 450 cycles per 
s econd and f, = 150 c y cles per second. 
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Figure {11) is the photograph of a sinusoidally clipped 
c a rrier taken at low .frequencies to demonstrate individual 
r a dio frequency cycles and the g eneral pattern of clipp-
ing _ l e v e l with modulating signal. In t h is figure, it is 
s een tha t t h e envelope closely a pproximates a sinusoidal 
pattern; but t h e top portion of a r a dio frequency crcle s ome-
what d e vi a t e s from being an exact s egment of the modulating 
s i gnal. Thi s is because the a.iode has a finite plate re-
si s tance while conducting , and the voltage drop ~. across 
this resistanc e a p pears -at ·the ··out_.put ~and t~he.r-e:fore al~ 
t e r s .the clipping 1eyel _sl1ghtl_y. 
F i g ure (12 ) is t he photog raph of the envelop e of an 
overmod.ulated wave. 
_Figure (12). The photograph of the envelope 
of an overmodulated wave for f 2 = 85 Kc, -r, = 
280 cycles per second. 
Figure (13) is also an overmodulated wave for fa = 
85 Kc and. :r, = '280 cycles per second showing the carrier 
clipp ed with a mouulating signal. Over modulation exists 
when E, )>.·B, where (E,) is the amplitude of the modulating 
signal and (B) is t ne . magnitude of the d-e bias. This 
fact is self explanatory from figure (8). 
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Figure t13). The photograph of an overmodulated 
wave for fa = 85 Kc and f 1 = 280 cycles per second. 
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Figure (14) shows 100 percent modulation. T~s occurs 
when the modulating signal swings to the (wt)-axis of fi• 
gure (8) on alternate halr cycles. 
Figure (14). 100 percent mod~at1on, 
f~ = 120 Kc and r 1 = 400 cycles per second. 
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In rigure (14) there is a phase shift between the 
upper and the lower envelopes. This is caused by the fact 
that the time-varying bias voltages ( modulating signal) 
on the secondary of the center•tapped audio transformer 
are not 180 degrees out of phase. ~~ :tt ·:·~as been stated ear-
lier that the total bias on the first diode must be equal 
to the total bias on the second diode with 180 degrees 
phase difference to obtain a symmetrical clipping. 
Figure (15) is another photograph of the sinusoidally 
clipped carrier for f2 = 200 Kc and f 1 = 1000 cycles per 
second. 
Figura (15). The photograph of a sinusoidally 
clipped carrier for fa = 200 Kc and r 1 = 1000 
cycles per second. 
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In the actual operation o~ a clipper amplitude mod~­
later a tuned circuit will be present at the output ter-
minals to offer high impedance to the carrier component 
and. less to the unwanted harmonics. This reduces the mag-
nitudes of the unwanted harmonics at the output. 
At high freqencies the interelectrode capacitances 
o~ a 6H6 twin diode becomes a low impe~ance path to the 
carrier frequencaes, thereby reducing the output. Conse-
quently, a 6H6 twin diode or any other ordinary diode will 
not operate satisfactorily at high radio ~requency because 
of' capacity effect. Therefore, crystal rectifiers must be 
substituted for vacuum tube diodes at these high :frequencies; 
for instamge, General Electric, type G-7 crystal diode is 
designed to operate up to 500 Me. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
It is possible to obtain an amplitude modulated wave 
by the clipping action ~f diodes, provided the clipping 
level, or the bias of figure (7), varies with the modula• 
ting signal. The resulting wave form contains an in:f1n1 te 
number of frequency components from which the desired 
ones can be selected by a tuned circuit. 
Some characteristics of a clipper amplituda modula• 
tor can be compared with the conventional vacuum tube 
amplitude modulators as follows: 
a) The conventional vacuum tubes such as triodes and 
pentodes have constant amplification characteristics only 
over· a . - certain range of :frequencies, called the DUd-
fre quency range. Those :frequency components of the input 
signal :falling on either side o:f the - mid~frequency range 
are reduced in amplitude and shifted in phase, introdu-
cing :frequency and phase distortion. The clipper ampli-
tude modu1ator can be made free from frequency and phase 
distortion wit~n the frequency range of operation of 
the diodes. 
b) If crystal rectifiers are employed instead of or-
dinary diodes, amplitude modulation can be accomplished at 
much higher frequendes than when conventional vacuum tube 
modulators are used. For _instance, General ~ectric, type 
G - 7 crystal diode is designed for use up to 500 Me. 
c) The output of a clipper amplitude modulator con-
tains an infinite number o~ frequency components, thereby 
introducing amplitude distortion. But this is not serious 
since the undesired frequency components can be reduced to 
1ns1gni~icance by a tuned circuit. 
d.) Clipper amplitude modulator has an inexpensive and 
simple circuit. It is also small, compact,and light. 
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SUI~Y 
Ampl:itud.e mod.ulat:ton is obtained by varying the ampli-
tud.e of' a high frequency signal (carrier) in accordance with 
an intelligence. There are numerous systems producing an 
amplitude modulated wave. In this thesis, another system 
and method. is introduced. Namely, an amplitude modulated 
wave is obtained. by clipping the carrier with a modulating 
signal by employing the clipping_ action of a full-waye 
diode clipper. Consequently, the system may be called a 
"clipper amplitude modulator". The mathematical analysis 
and the experimental results have shown that the output wave 
form of a clipper amplitude modulator is an amplitude modu-
lated wave. 
Ordinary vacuum tube diodes do not operate satisfacori-
ly at frequencies above 800 Kc. Therefore at high frequen-
cies crystal rectifiers must be used. 
The clipper amplitude modulator has some advantages 
over the modulators using conventional:. triodes or pentodes. 
Distortion can be made very small in the clipper amplitude 
modulator. It is small in physical size, and it bas a sim-
ple circuit. 
APPENDIX- A 
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Fig ure (9). Sinusoidal carrier clipped 
constant level (B). 
At the point where x= a , B = A Sina 
Sina = ! · 
1-A-u-_-B-a-
A Cosa = 
Therefore , 
S1n2a = 2 Sina Cosa 
S1n2a 
S1n4a= 2S1n3a Cosa - S1n2a 
Sin4a = 2(3 Sina - 4Sin3 a)Cosa • S1n2a 
S1n4a 2(3 ~ ~ 4 ~~ IA1 •B1 -- ~ I A1•B1 = A A A 
S1n4a ( 4B 8B 3 j ./A12•B~ ---a 
-A A A 
Cos3a = 4Cos 3 a • 3Cosa 
Coe3a = 4(/A:•B2 )~ _ 31A:•B2 







Cos5a = 2Cos4a Cosa • Cos3a 
Cos5a = 2(2Coe3a Cosa • 00s2a)Cosa ~ Cos3a 
Coe5a = 4Cos3a Cos 2 a ~ 2( I• ~S1n2a)Cosa • Cos3a 
Cos5a = 4Cos3a Coe 2 a • 2Cosa + 4Sin2 a Cosa • Cos3a 
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2./A2-B2 - 4B 2 /A2-..B 2 
A + A!-- A 
-(I- ~~) ./A~•Ba 
AIWI A 
S1n6a = 2 S1n5a Cosa • S1n4a 
Sin6a = 2(2S1n4a Cosa ~ S1n3a)Cosa • Sin4a 
Sin6a = 4 Sin4a Cos 2 a • 2 S1n3a. Oosa • Sin4a. 
Sin6a = 4 Sin4a Cosea. • 2(3S1na • 4S1n 3 a)Cosa • S1n4a 
S1n6a = 4 Sin4a Cos 8 a ~ 6 Sin:d. Cosa + ·as1n 3 a Cosa •S1n4a 
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APPENDIX • B 
The following relations are to be used in expanding 
equation (8). 
3 S' 7 9 6 I( II .-s-A:. l2(_ .5.2(__ 25L §22L 23I. I43x . 
ArcSinx = x+-~6 + 4o· + II2 .,.. II52 + 28!0 + I33I2 + I0240 
+ •••••• 
i' 7 !J I/ /J 
Ar Si ( Ih B B
3 ~ 5B . 35B 6:2B 23IB 0 n A!=~+ 6A3 + 4oK+ II2K + II52~ + 2SI6~' + I33I2~3 
If) 
+ I43B .·~··••• !0240~5" 
<--i> 2 zi 
C~I+X)~ = I + mx + m(~";I) .;_ + m(m•~Hm•2} x" + ......... . 
+ m(m~I)(me2) •• ~.(m•n+I) xn 
n 
X <I 
Letting x =(- ~=) dnd m = f, antii"JJ?;f 
I 4 1, I ID l2 1<1 
(I . Ba)-:;. I B2 B . B 5B _ .71L _ iB- 2E 
.- A.~ -· = - 2A2 - 8A4 - I6.lt - I28A' ~ - 'fJ 2'' A:q • • • • • 
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APPENDIX-. C 
EXPANSION OF THE TERM (B + E SINX)n 
B1ono~a1 Theorem; 
(a+b)n = an+ nan-Ib + n(~•I)an-2 ba + n(n-;Hn-2) a:g.;..3 b" 
n.o.I n 
+ •••••• +nab +b 
where (n) is any positive integer. 
(B~E Binx) 3= B3 + 3B2 E Sinx + 3BE2 Sin~x + E 3 S1n3 x 
(B+E S1nx)4: B4 + 4B 8 E Sinx + 6B 2 E2 Sin8 x + 4BE 8 Sin8 x 
+ E4 S1n4x 
(B+E Sinx)5= BS +· 5B4E Sinx + IOB 8 E 2 81n2 x + IOB 8 E 8 S1n~x 
+ 5BE4 S1n4x + E5 Sin5x 
(B+E Sinx)~~ B6 + 6B5E Sinx + I5B4E8 S1n8 x + 20B~~ S1n8 x 
+ I5B2 E4 S~n4x + 6BE5 S1n5x + E6s1~6x 
(B+E S1nx)7= B7 + 7B6E Sinx + 2IB5E2 Sin2 x + 35B~3 B1n8 x 
35B 8 E4 Sin4x + "2IB2 E5 Sin5x + 7B~ · Sin6~ 
+ E7 S1n7x 
(B+E Sinx) 8: B8 + 8~7E Sinx + 28B6E2 Sin2 x + 56B~3 S1n3 x 
+ 70B4E4 Sin4x + 56B 8 E5 Sin5x +28BaE6 Sin6x 
+ 8BE7 S1n7 + E8 Sin8x 
(B+E S1nx)9= B9 + 9B8E Sinx + 36B7E2 Sin2 x + 84B6E8 S1n3 x 
+ I26B5E4 S1n4x + I26B4E5 Sin5x + 
+ 84B 3 E6 Sin6 x +. 36B 2 E7 S1n7x + 9BE8 Sin8x 




BIO + IOB9E S1nx + 45B8E2 Sin2 x 
+ I20B7E 3 S:i.n 3 x + 2IOB6E4 S1n4x 
+ 252B5E5 S1n5x + 2IOB~6 6 Sin X 
+ I20B 3E7 Sin7x + 45B 2 E8 Sin8x 
+ IOBE9 Sin9x + EIO S1ni0x 
(B+E Sinx)II 
= 
BII + IIBIOE Sinx + 55B9E2 Sin2 x 
+ I65B8E3 Sin3 x + 330B7E4 Sin4x 
+ 462B6E5 sin5x + 462B5E6 "sin6x 
·+ 330B4E7 S1n7x + I65B 3 E8 S1.h8x 
+ 55B 2 E9 Sin9x + IIBEIO Sin10x 
+ EII Siniix 
(B+E 81nx) 12 = BI2 + I2B11E Sinx + 66B10E2 S1n2 x 
+ .220B9E3 · Sin3x + 495B8E4 S1n4x 
+ 792B7E5 S1n5x + 924B6E6 81n6x 
+ 792B5E7 81n7x + 495Bli:E8 S1n8x 
+ 220B 3 # Sin9x + 66B 2 E10 Sin I Ox 
+ I2BEII Siniix + E12 51ni2x 
(B+E Sinx) IJ = 13I3 + I3BI2E S1nx + 78B11E2 S1n2 x 
+ 286BI0E 3 S1n 3 x + 7I5B9E4 Sin4x 
+ I278B8E5 S1n5x + I7I6B7E6 Sin6x 
+ I7I6B6E7 S1n7x + I287B5E8 S1n8x 
+ 7I5B~ Sin9x + 286B 3 E10S1niOx 
+ 78B 2 EII Siniix + I3BE12 S1n12x 
+ EI3 Sin13x· 
(B+E S1nx) 14 :B14 + I4BI3E Sinx + 9IB12E2 Sin2 x 
+3~4BIIE 3 Si~~ + IOOIBI0E4 Sin4x 
+ 2002B9E5 Sin5x + 3003B8E6 S1n6x 
+ 3432B7E7 B1n7x + 3003B6E8 Sin8x 
+ 2002B5E9 S1n9x + IOOIB~IO Sin10x 
+ 364B 3 EII Siniix + 9IB2 E12 S1ni2x 
+ I4BE!3 Sin13x + EI4 Sin14x 
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APPENDIX • D 
TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITIES OF (SinxJn 
I I Sin2 x = 2 - 2cos2x 
Sin3 x = is1nx - is1n3x 
Sin4 x = 2 ~ 1cos2x + 81 cos4x 8 2 
S1n5x = Sin2 x S1n 3 x 
S1n5x = ~Sinx - ~Sinx Cos2x + !Sinx Cos4x 
- 63 -
S1n5x = ~Sinx - ~(~S1n3x + ~Sin(-x) ) + ~(~S1n5x - ~S1n3x) 
Sin5x = is1nx - ~6Sin3x + f6sin5x 
Sin6x = Sin5x Sinx 
Sin6x = ~Sin2x - 16s1n3x Sinx + i6S1n5x Sinx 
S1n6x ~ 2( I - 1cos2x) - 5_(!cos2x - lcos4x) 
- 8 2 2 lO 2 2 
I I I ) 
+ I 6 C 2Cos4x - 2C?s6x 
S1n6x = ~6 - ~~Cos2x + ioeos4x - ; 2cos6x 
S1n7x = Sin6x S1nx 
S1n7x = ~Sinx- ~~Sinx Cos2x + f5s1nx C~s4x- ; 2s1nxCos6x 
S1n7x = ~%s1nx- ~S1n3x + ~S1n5x- ~4S1n7x 
Sin8x = Sin7x Sinx 
S1n8x = ~Sin2x - ~fs1n3x Sinx + ~S1n5x Sinx- g4s1n7xS1nx 
S1n8x = i~e - f~8cos2x + i:8cos4x - I~8Cos6x + I~8Cos8x 
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S1n9 x = ~8x-S1nx 
Sin9 x = ~ S1nx - ~~8 Sinx Cos2x+ i~e Sinx Cos4x 
. _.fL. . . I 
.- 128 S~nx Cos6x + !28 Sinx Coa8x 
Sin9 x = !~8 (6381~- 42S1n3x+ I8Sin5x - ~S1n7x ~ ~S1n9x) 
S1n10x = 1~8 (63S1nx-42Sin3x+I8S1n5x - ~S1n7x + ~S1n9x)Sinx 
S1p.I0x = 2§6 (63- I05doa2x+ 60Coa·4x - ~5Cos6x + 5Cos8x 
- ~CosiOx ) 
S1n11x = _!_ ( 63- I05Cos2x + 60Coa4x - ~Coa6x+ 5Cos8x 
256 
- IcosiOx) S1nx 2 
S1n11·= 1~24 ( 462S1nx • 330S1nJx+ I65S1n5x -5551n7x 
+ IIS1n9x • Siniix) 
I2 I ( Sin x = 1024 462S1nx • 330S1n3x + I65S1n5x ~55S1n7x 
+IIS1n9x - Biniix) Sinx 
S1n12x = I ( 462- 792Cos2x + 495Cos4x • 220Cos6x 2048 
+ 66Cos8x • I2CosiOx + Cosi2x ) 
S1n13x = I ( 462- 792Cos2x + 495Cos4x - 220Cos6x 2048 
+ 66Coa8x - I2CoeiOx + Coai2x)S1nx 
S1n13x = 4~96( I7I6S1nx • I287S1n3x + 7I5S1n5x - 286Sin7x 
+ 78Sin9x • I3S1niix + S1ni3x) 
Appendix E 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF A SQUAR~WAVE CARRIER 
CLIPPED WITH A SINUSOIDAL MODULATING SIGNAL: 
e 
······- .. -- - - ·--£, -·· 
·-· ... --------- -- .:, ______________________ -·--




- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- . - - ... - - - .. - - -- -· --- - 8 ___ __. 
(aJ (~J 
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Figure (16). a) Sinusoidally clipped square- wave 
carrier, b) square wave~carrier clipped at the cons-
tant level (B) 
e1 = ~ S1nw1 t , modulating s_ignal as expressed with 
respect to the constant level e = B 
wat = angular :f"requency of" the square-wave carrier. 
Analysis of figure ( b) by Fourier methods gives 
There:f"ore the coe:f"f1c1ents or the amplitudes are 
' 
4B 
b2 = 31T 
4B bs = --
. 51T 
Introducing sine variation in the amplitudes 
e~ = ~ ( B + Ei Sinw1 t ) Sinwat 
e~ = :B Sinwst + !E, Sinw1 t Sinwst 
' 
. . . . . 
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93 = 
L ( B + JS_ Sinw1 t ) Sin3w:at 31f 
ea = 
4B 
31l Sin3w:at + ~! • s1nw1t S1n3w:at 
e5 
4 ( B + E1 S1nw1t ) = 511' 
95 = 4B Sn S1n5w:at + ~! ' Sinw1t S1n5w:at 
Finally, 
I 
e = el + er + e5 + • ••••••••••••• • ••••••••• 
e = 
4B Sinw~t + !Et Sinw1t Sinwat 
'" 
+ 
4B S1n3w:at + ~' S1nw1t S1n3wat 31T 
+ 
4B 
5n S1n5w:at + 
4E , S1n5w t 51T 2 S1nw1t 
+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 
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